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CAM ROBINSON
ALABAMA
Height: 6‘6“
40 yd Dash: 5.15

Weight: 322
Arms: 35.5”
Combine:
3 Cone: 7.81
20 yd Shuttle: 4.82

Pros:
- Monster athlete who is big and fast
- Aggressive blocker with insane punch
- Every movement is explosive
- Keeps good base, weight centered
- Perfectly proportioned athlete
- Perfect size for position
- Incredible footwork
- Rarely out of position on blocks
- Recovers well when beaten
- Flips hips and seals very well

Vert: 26”

Cons:
- Kick-slide speed is good not great
- A bit stiff blocking at times
- Good, but not great speed
- Physical, but not overpowering
- Doesn’t pancake as much as you think
- Struggles vs elite speed on the edge
- Looks lost pulling in space at times
- Focus issues
- Not a great cut blocker

Summary: Cam Robinson is a junior offensive tackle from Alabama with a tremendous skill set and
upside. He’s a long athlete with perfect size and power for the position of tackle with massively long
arms. While he’s a big bodied player with a huge frame, he moves well and adds great hustle to his
movement. His kick slide looks a bit labored at times but he got the job done in a superb way for
Alabama as their left tackle last year. He’s an aggressive player who hits with a big punch and uses his
hands effectively. His hip snap into defenders is superb and he plays at a perfect level of nasty, but
under control. While he does a well above average job vs defensive ends, he struggles vs pure speed
rushers like Derek Barnett of Tennessee. However, he handles most pass rushers effectively, shutting
out Myles Garrett of Texas A&M. Robinson sometimes looks lost in space and will struggle to get his
hands on faster second level players when pulling. He also has focus issues, with a number of false start
penalties last season. The real issue with The Alabama native is that he was arrested in May of last year
for drug and firearm charges that were later dropped. Character and background checks will be essential
for his evaluation. If he passes he should be a first round pick and the first tackle taken in the 2017 NFL
Draft. He can serve as a left tackle but would be a perennial pro bowl right tackle for a team that has an
entrenched starter on the other side.

